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depth of the roughing operation, in which case an
undesired lip or step may be left at the root of the
tooth, or decrease the thickness of the finished
toolh at the expense of increased backlash.

This paper presents an aJgorithm used to opti-
mize the stock distribution between the roughing
and finishing cuts for spiral bevel and hypoid
members cut by the Fixed Setting method. The
optimization is based on tile surface mateh algo-
rithm {Ref. 2), where the differences between the
roughing and. fmishing spiral angle, [pressure angle
and tooth tapera:re minimized in order to obtain
rough and finished tooth flanks thata:re parallel.

Application results of the optimization are
shown. Better stock distribution usually results in:
1. increased tool life for both roughing and fInish-
ing tools. Finishing tool life is increased via more
uniformand reduced stock for the fInishing cutters,
and .roughing tool bfe is increased bybeing able to
increase tile point width of the roughing cutter;
2. reduced development times--otherwise, both
the rough and finish setups must be developed;
3. improved productivity-it may be possible to
increase the feeds and speeds with reduced chip
loads; and
4. improved tooth fatigue perfonnance due to more
uniferm fillet radii. in the roots.

Main Nomenclature
N tooth flank normal uml vector
Vr relative speed vector
S position of a point on the blade edge
<Xc cutter angular position
0; work roll angle
(]'I. pressure angIe err'Of
'P spiral angle error
~ tooth taper error

Tooth. Cutting Process
The generating process of gear teeth is based

on the basic concept of meshing elements
between a cutter blade-its rotation represents
the shape of one tooth of a theoretical generating
gear-and the work itself. The fundamental equa-
tion of meshing is:

Introduction
Face-milled hypoid pinions produced by the

three-cut, Fixed Setting system-where roughing
is done on one machine and finishing for the con-
ca.ve-OB and convex-Ib tooth flanks is done on
separate machines with different setups-c-are still
in widespread use today.

The undeveloped machine settings, for the (ID-

ish and rough cuts, are normally obtained from a
TeA program, such as those produced by Gleason
and Klingelnberg (Ref.l), Dllringthe development
process, where the finishing machine semngs 011

the pinion are modified until the desired bearing
pattern. is obtained, the stock distribution between
the roughing and! fillisbing operations may be
altered! to thepoint where the finishing cut hardly
touchesme tooth flank in some areas of the tooth.
The machine operators then either decrease the

Fig. l-Referencejramesfor lJ'le simullltion of geanno.n-
.u/aduring.
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which tates that the reJativespeed vector between
contacting surfaces must be lin a plane tangent to
the meshing urfaees at any contact point

When applied using the reference frnmes depict-
ed in Figure I, Equation 1yields 3J generated surface
in the reference firameanaehed to the workpiece.
TIle obtainedl surface equation is a function of three
variables (lc' '~ and S, respectively the cutter ango- Fig. 2-Mllshing pinion and gelll' tteth.

lar position, the work. roll angle and the po ilion of
plint along the cutter blade edge:

is Q gear engineer K'ilh
SpiCt'r lighl Axlt Group.
HI' worti' in 1M gtor Itngl'·
neering department, which
auig1lS and ,ruvtlops ffltl

.' the lengthwise trend depicts an error in spira! andparalle! axis gltars/or
angle, which is the average til.t of roughed data tht! group.
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The position of any point P onlhe generated
Itooth swrface is defined by a combination (cxc' '1l:J)'
TIle solution of Equation 2 i a series of contact
points between the cutter blade edge and the work
describing a line along l!he pa.1h of the eatter edge
dermed by its position angle cxc'The bounded enve-
lope. alonglhe roll angle oflhe work 1l:J. of a series
of such lines :in the work: reference frame X gives a
generated pinion tooth II h as the one . bOWD in
Figure 2. Figure 2 also hows a non-g aerated gear
tcom, A Newton-Raphson iterative method is used
to nwnericaI1y solve Equation 2 (Refs. 3 and 4).

The simulation include adjuslmel1l~ and move-
ments found lin existing generators or
FormateIHelixform maeaines, which can be classi-
fied in four categorie :
I..cutter hel:ical advance motion. uch as jhat
found in non-generating Helixfonn machines;
2. cutter hiland swivel angles, shown in Figure I;
3. work. position. normally called offset. sliding
baseand machine center to back., Figure I; and
4. decimal ratio. proporti DIll to, 'the ratio of roll
between the work and the cradle.

Th . Stock Distribution Grapband its
lnterpretation

The lock distribution is the amount of rnateri-
al that is to be removed at the fini hing cut Ideally,
that should be constant over .1l1e tooth flank in I

order to provide adequate performance of the cut-
ting tool. [f!he tooth taper is duplex. nearly COD-

slant stock distribution may be achieved; other-
wise. stock distnbetien may be biased. The
Gleason and KIingelnberg rcA softwares iIlitially
provide a good stock distribution by properly
selecting the roughing machi.ne settings ..

In practice. because the rolJg)1ing .andfinishing
culte:r diameters and pressure angl may be dif-
ferent, and because the machine settings, may have
been modified during the development cycle. stock
i notunifonnly distributed,

(2)
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Fig. J...-Stod distTibulioft gmpIL

Fig. if-Common .stock distribution ,tlTOTS.

Stock: distribution may be shown by two super-
imposed surfaces. Figure 3 represents me topogra-
phy of l!he tooth flank after roughing (solid lines)
and finish.ing (dotted lines).

For clarity. Ihe tooth flanks are unwrapped:
thu , the horizontal lines are .inlh. 'Iooth length-
wise direction, the lanted lines are in the tooth
profilewise direction. and the vertical line repre-
sent the difference between the roughed and fin-
ished tooth flank surfaces,

The differences between the rollghedand fin-
ished tooth flanks of Figure 3 are called surface
error plots and show the error in the direction of the
local. tooth Hank normal vector. The actual differ-
ences between the tooth thickness of the rough
and finished tonh can readily be appreciated.

Each data point give the local difference
between l!he rough and finished surface ; global 1S1l
order trend can be observed in the lengthwise and
prof:dewi e directions (Figure 4):
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Fig ..5-Basic stock distr:ibution_',__

Fig. 6--Cllange in machine root Dngle.

01

Fig. 9-Chtmge in work offset.

lilies relative to, the correspending finished data

lines; a crowning error is shown as a curve between
the finished and roughed data lines:
• the profilewise 'trend depicts an error in pressure

angle, which is the average titt of the finished data
lines relative to the corresponding .roughed data
Line ; a profile cwvature error is shown a curve
between the fini hed and roughed data lines; and

• taper error i een as a difference in spiral angle
between the m and OBtooth Hanks.

While 2nd order errors may be appreciated :in
the stock distribution graph, they are neglected tin
the optimization because of the limited freedom
nOliTlllally available at roughing ..

Error Surfa.ce Sensiti.vity to
Machloe Setting Ch.anges

The surface match algorithm (Ref. 2). used in

thi paper to optimize stock distribution. relie on
the global re pon e of the error surface to changes
lin machine enings, Thi section' hews how the

error urface may respond '10 such changes, and
global behaviors are established,

In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the
error surface to changes in machine eaings, the
basic stock di tributi.on of a hypoid pinion is used

in Figure 5, which shows negligible pressure, spi.m1
and taper errors,

Figures 6-10 lise the same basic stock distribu-

tion. exceptlhat the roughing machine seuing are
changed to reflect toolh flank topography modifi-
cations. The following machine settings are modi-

fied separately: machine root angle, spiral angle,
cultert:ilt, work offset and machine center to back.
For each machine setting change, stoe'k distribution
is recalculated and the behavior changes are identi-

fied. For .aJIYgiven change in machine &elting, the
lidjng base L modified to keep' tooth depth coo-
tant at mid-face width.

The actual values in machine senlng changes
are not reported since the sensitivity of the error
surface depends on the actual geometry. Figure 1
may be consulted to link. the changes in machine
settings to the simulation model

Figure 6-10 show what are called I t order
changes (Ref:. 5-6). e.g, these with minimal CW'-

vature or surface twist effects. In Figure 6, the
i I machine root angle is changed; l!he resulting error
Ii
I

urface is a oombination of piral angle error, tooth
taper error (spiral angle error difference between
the .m and OB wo!h flanks), and pressure angle
error-call of which can be appreciated through the

changes in the comer values offhe stock dislribll-
tion graph.

Modifyingihe piral angle, Figure 7, induces
spiral angle error; thus the spind angle wiIJ be the
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chosen parameter to control spiral. angle errors.
Changing cutter tilt. Figure 8, produces a com-

bination of spiral and pressure angle errors.
A change in work offset, Figure 9. produces a

combination of piral angle. tooth taper. length-
wise crowningand pre sure angle errors. A light
profile curvature error is also visible,

Likewise, a change in workmachine center to
back. Figure [0. results ina combination of spiral
angle, tooth 'tape:!". lengthwise crowning. and pre -
S\IIe angle errors.

From the above. the following conclusions are
drawn:
'.' spiral angle erro are effectively controlled by a
change inspiral angle at the mean. point. with neg-
ligible side effects;
• pres ure angle errors may be controlled by
change in cuuer til. I.machin rooi angle. work off- ! !

set and machine center to back~ and \
• tooth taper errors may be controlled by chan e
ill machine root angle, work offset and machin
center to b ck,

Figure 1.1. maps the cross-influences of the
machine setting on tb.e error urface. Relative
eros -influence sensitivity is not shown since it
varies with the actual tooth geometry.

While me effects of changes in orne machin
settings may appear predictable when userli oneat
a Lime, combined changes include such error sur-
face ide effects thai tile re ult cannot be predict •
ed directly.

In the above. it is assumed that tooth tbJclrne
between rough and fini h is adequate and. there-
fore. thai cuLter point width i not changed

In order to quantify the differences betweemhe
rough and fmisb slates of a. tooth, me 'following
values are defined;

pressure angle error:

pira1 angle error:

!,..r ., -10'11L I", I,!dOl~
'1':::: _. ~I

I

tooth taper error:

where:

i is the index. of row data. al'on,g the tooth (lank;
j is tl1e index of column data,aCJilOss the tooth
flank;

hi ..

Pnl'o_, I

.Fig. II-Mapping o/mathin, l1tttingS,tross-inj1u.tntt .

(33)

Fig. 12'-Slod distnbulion graph. o.f'iginal rou.ghing set-
tings.

&.~is the error value at pointi] of thegrid;
xjJ is the distance between data po.inlsalollg the
tooth flank;

YjJ is the distance between data points acres the
tooth flank.

Equations (3a) to (3c) are used to quantify the

differences between the rough and :finih looth SUf-

I faces. Wheneverlhe rough urface ii changed,1he
error surface is altered and the above defined quan-
tities are ;recalclllated acconiirlgly.

Solution
(3b)

(3c)

The bjective is to tinda combination of
machine setl:ingsiliat. minimizes the differences in
piral angle, pressure angle and toothlaper

between the roughand finish cuts of a tooth.
The solution lies .in the use of the re ponse of

the errer urface--in terms of tooth tapel" pressure
angle and spi:rn1angle errors-to changes in
machine ettings while maintaining tooth depth,



Application
The aJgorilhm. presented above is used toopti~

mire the roughlng machine settings of ill hypoid
pinion. The basic roughing machine settings of the
pillion, obtained from a production summary. are
given in Table I. Those were established initially
when the tooth geometry was defined 1.1 ing lleA
computer software. The bearing pattern was then
developed through changes in the finish machine
settings.

Figure 12 showstbe calculated tnck distsibu-
Lion gFdph for the above pinion. with leftover mate-
rial at the toe end of the Convex-IB tooth flank. and
at the tip of the OB-Concave tooth flank, which
can dearly be seen after the acmalcut.in Figure 13.
In order to bypass that probl~em. the machine oper-
ator may change the roughing machine settings or
increase finishing cutting depth. thereby reducing
tooth thickness and introducing an undesired lip or
tel' at the root of the tooth.

Figure ]4 showslhe optimized stock: distribu-
tion graph for the pinion, in Figure ]2. The algo-
rithm was applied to minimize spiral angle. pres-
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Fig.I3-Actual cut, onginal roughing setting~.

Toel
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Fig. 14-Slock distribwioll graph"optim'14,ull'oug1ling settingJ.

Table 1: Original roughing machine settings

Machine Genter To' Back

Sliding Base

Blank. Offset

Machine Root Angl'e

Radial Distance,

Cradle .Angl'e

Swivel Angle

Cutter Tilt
Rate of Roll

-0.04119
20.69911
29.54117

351.3110
109.3528
75.4876

329.1136
23.0411
4.27584

Table 2: Ilptimized roughing machine settings

Machine Center To 8ac!k -{I.OSSS,

Sliding Base

IBlank Offset

20.0125

32.34:31
Machine Root Aflg:le' 351.6384
Radial Distanc,s

Cradle .Angle 16..1a.oa
330.4668Swivel .Angle

Cutter Tilt 23.0417

Rate of IRolil 4.21584

Thus. the following objective functions must be
satisfied:

CJ>- T[ ::$;L1

'P-T2:S;~
'-T3::$;LJ

(4)
(5)
(6)

where 41 and 'P are the averaged pressure and spi-
ral angle errors; ~is the taper error; TI' T2 and T1

are desired deviations between the roughand fia-
ish cuts; and LI' L2 and L3 ax-e the tolerance
ranges within whicb the objective functions can
be considered satisfied. ln practice, deviations TI
toT] are normally null,

A NeWflon-Raphson numerical solution is used
to solve 'the above objective functions. where the
partial derivative of the objective functions are
,calculated in relation to' machine setting changes to

produce the Jacobian matrix (Eq..7}.
The Jacobian, matrix. the sought machine set-

ting changes (AP.s) and (he objective functions <1>,
'I' and ~, form the following systems solved using
Gaussian elimination:

MI' 8cJ> bell'
API -<I>

oP, OP2. OP3

I0'1" 0'1" 0.'1'
oPI oP2 oP3

AP2 - -'l" (1)

I
I

51;, ~ ~
I

APJ -, IoP, oP2 OIl)



sure angl and tooth taper errors between the
roughed and finished tooth flanks,

The final roughing machine setting • Table 2,
how changes in every setting except mtio of 11011

andcuner tilt.
Wh~e stock is not perfectly distributed over the

~ooth flank, it i vastly improved over the original
values with ill modification tolhe cutter too] and
does not exllibit any clipped area.

Figure W5 shows the progression of stock
removal on the Concave-OB loom flank, Several
uecessive cuts were taken [Q how where material

is first removed in the 1 t em (Figure W4and .Figure
15a) and! how removal proceeds in the 2nd cut
l(Figure 14 and Figure W5b) and in. the 3rdeut
I(FigYrel4 and FigYre :15e),.

Looking atlhe optimized stock. distribution in
Figure 14, Concave-Oll too!h flank. the three suc-
cessive cuts are pointed out, and one can see that
tock thickness is maximum at tip.lowards. heel;

thus at.finishing, '!hat.area of !he tooth flaak h lila
be removed first while me roota:rea at toe will be
last. That behavior is clearly seen in Figure &5a.
15b and 15c,

Conclusion
An algorithm is presented to opt:imize the stock

distribution in '!he three-cut bevel gear manufactur-
ing proce s by minimizing the differences between
the rough and finished tooth flanks. The algorithm
is al 0 applicable 10 the two-em proees . The algo-
rithm uses the sensitivity of p:re lire angle. piral
angle and tooth taper errors to machin setting
changes- ueh as piral angle. machine root angle.
C'I.JUertilt. machine center to back and work off-
set-to calculate the needed machine etting
changes to minimize the difference between me
rough and fini hed tooth surfaces,

By optimizing the tock distribution before-
hand, m hine semp time is reduced ub tantiaUy..
cutter speeds and feeds can be increased and over- I

a1J cutter life is Lm,proved.
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